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Power in your garden...
Webb stands for quality; Finely crafted 
machines enhanced by modern technology. 
Our products are some of the best on the 
market for the perfect finish, whatever your 
needs.

Webb products are built with practicality in 
mind, they are easy to use and maintain; 
designed for people who want a machine 
that will suit their needs. 

You can also be assured that Webb are 
concerned with more than just the cut 
of your grass, we offer environmentally 
friendly petrol products with energy-
efficient, low emission engines plus a range 
of push, electric & cordless machines too. 

To find out more information about the 
products featured in this brochure visit 
www.webbgardenpower.co.uk.

Webb...Naturally

www.webbgardenpower.co.uk
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We know 
that buying a 
lawnmower can 
be a confusing 
time...
There are many different features to 
consider, so we’ve explained some of 
the key aspects and attributes of our 
lawnmowers in order to help you decide 
which machine best meets your needs.
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Quick Release Folding Handles
Models within the Supreme lawnmower ranges 
come equipped with quick-release
handlebars, which fold down to make the 
machine more compact ready for storage or 
transport. 

Cylinder Blades
It’s an indisputable fact that cylinder blades 
deliver a superior cut compared to that produced 
by a rotary blade. This is because the grass is 
forced between the spinning cylinder-blades 
and the fixed straight blade, enabling it to be cut 
with a super-clean ‘scissor’-like action. The sole 
disadvantage of the cylinder blade is that they’re 
only suited for flat, uniform and stone-free lawns.

Electric Start
Forget about strenuous pull-starts and get 
mowing with zero hassle when you get your 
hands on an advanced electric-start machine. 

Metal Blades
Metal blades are generally sharper than plastic 
ones, which means cleaner, neater and more 
precise results with less stress on the grass. 
They can also be easily sharpened for increased 
blade-life.

Side Discharge
The side-discharge chute is perfect if you’re 
mowing those rougher areas of your garden
where collection isn’t required. You simply lift the 
side-discharge flap, add the chute, fit the
mulch plug ,and you’re ready to go!

Rear Roller
Our line of rear-roller machines will lay-down a 
traditional British stripe as you mow. The roller 
also has the advantage of enabling you to cut up 
to and over the lawn edge, thereby doing away 
with the need to tidy-up with a strimmer. 

Wash Port
Most of our Supreme mowers are fitted with a 
deck-wash port that makes it quick and easy to 
remove corrosive, performance-limiting debris 
from the under-deck area after mowing. All that’s 
required is to hook-up a hosepipe, turn-on the 
tap, run the engine briefly, and the job’s done!

Mulch Plug
A mulch plug enables you to recycle grass-
clippings back into the soil. Once you have your 
mower equipped with a mulch plug, clippings are 
not collected, but are instead finely chopped and 
forced at high speed into the turf where they’ll be 
practically invisible. The decomposing clippings 
then return nutrients to the soil, meaning you’ll 
be simultaneously mowing and fertilising.

Single Lever Height Adjustment
All of our Webb rotary-mowers feature a single 
height-adjustment lever - this is the quickest 
and easiest way to adapt to the condition of your 
lawn; simply set the lever to the required
height and start mowing!
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Collection Capacity

22L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

9 Cutting Heights

25-76mm

Webb hand-push cylinder mowers are a perfect addition to your garden - you’ll enjoy 
tool-less height adjustment, roomy front-mounted collection-bags and a stripe-producing 
rear roller. These mowers have been equipped to give an expert finish with minimal 
maintenance-requirements compared to a petrol-powered mower.

Cylinder Blades

45cm (18”) ‘Contact Free’ 
Sidewheel Lawnmower

WEH18

With no cable to hold you back, no 
noisy engine to disturb your neighbours 
and a widest in class 46cm cut, this 
traditional hand-push cylinder mower is 
the ideal choice for those maintaining 
a larger lawn in a built-up residential 
area. The contactless design reduces 
blade wear for stay sharp durability; 
while its rear-roller will furnish your 
lawn with an attractive striped finish. 
The WEH18 comes with a roomy grass 
collector and weighs a mere 21kg.

46cm (18”) 5 bladed hardened 
steel contact less cutting 

cylinder

Side wheels for longer grass

2 piece rear roller

22 Litre Collection Bag

9 Cutting heights (25-76mm)
Tool free height of cut 

adjustment
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30cm (12”) 6 bladed cutting cylinder

4 Cutting heights (10-40mm)
Tool Free Height Adjustment

30cm (12”) 5 bladed hardened 
steel cutting cylinder

18 Litre Collection Bag

Variable Cutting heights (13-23.5mm)
Tool free cylinder setting

Zinc plated steel front roller

Large rear roller for stripes

17 Litre Collection Box

30cm (12”) 'Autoset' 
Sidewheel Lawnmower

WEH30

The WEH30 Side-Wheel Hand-Mower 
combines an ultra-compact 30cm cut 
with a straightforward hand-push design 
to make it a great choice if you’re looking 
after a small lawn in a noise-sensitive 
area. It comes with a front-mounted 
catcher, so you won’t have to rake-
up clippings; and it offers four preset 
cutting-heights for the creation of a 
‘just so’ finish. Weighs just 9.1kg.

Collection Capacity

17L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

12
30

4 Cutting Heights

10-40mm

Collection Capacity

18L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

12
30

Variable
Cutting Heights

13-23.5mm

3 Piece Plastic Rear Rollers

30cm (12”) Roller 
Hand Lawnmower

WEH12R

Boasting a precision machined five blade 
cylinder and a rear roller, this design classic 
will produce a super neat striped finish 
that will be the envy of your neighbours! 
Durability features include a chain-drive 
and a steel/alloy deck; convenience 
features include tool-free cylinder 
adjustment and an 18 litre grassbag. 
The WEH12R weighs in at only 11.1kg.
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Collection Capacity

45L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

14
36

5 Cutting Heights

20-70mm

Collection Capacity

35L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

13
33

5 Cutting Heights

25-65mm

Cable Storage Hooks

Classic 33cm (13”) Electric 
Rotary Lawnmower

WEER33

Compact and easy to manoeuvre, our 
WEER33 ‘Classic’ is worth serious 
consideration if you’re maintaining a 
smaller lawn. Quality features include 
a 10-metre mains lead for excellent 
freedom of movement; a poly deck 
that makes it easy to keep clean; and a 
folding handle for space saving storage. 
This 33cm model weighs just 8.8kg.

Classic 36cm (14”) Electric 
Rotary Lawnmower

WEER36

If you’re maintaining a small/medium 
sized lawn in a built-up residential area, 
the compact, quiet running and easily 
manoeuvrable WEER36 ‘Classic’ could 
well be the machine you’re looking for! 
Quality features include a poly deck for 
weight reduction and impact resistance; a 
collapsible handlebar to save on storage 
space; and a 10-metre power cord for 
extension-free mowing. This model 
weighs only 11.5kg and has a 36cm cut.

33cm (13”) Cutting Width

Cable Storage Hooks

Power Cable Length: 10m

5 Cutting heights (25-65mm)
Single Lever Height Adjustment

Soft Grip Handles

Soft Grip Handles

1300W Motor

35 Litre Collection Bag

36cm (14”) Cutting Width

Power Cable Length: 10m

Single Lever Height Adjustment
5 Cutting heights (20-70mm)

1600W Motor

45 Litre Collection Bag

Motor

Motor
1600w

1300w
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Collection Capacity

50L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
40

5 Cutting Heights

20-70mm

Single Lever Height Adjustment

Classic 40cm (16”) Electric 
Rotary Lawnmower

WEER40

Enjoy the powerful performance provided 
by a hefty 1800w electric motor and cover 
a mid-sized lawn in quick-time with this 
top of the range 40cm mains driven rotary 
mower from our superior ‘Classic’ line! 
Durability features include a robust poly 
cutter deck and a cable pull protector; 
convenience features include single lever 
cutting height selection and a ‘bag full’ 
indicator. The WEER40 comes with a 
50-litre catcher and a 10-metre power lead.

Cable Storage Hooks

Soft Grip Handles

40cm (16”) Cutting Width

Power Cable Length: 10m

5 Cutting heights (20-70mm)
Single Lever Height Adjustment

1800W Motor

50 Litre Collection Bag

Motor
1800w
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There used to be only 
two choices of power-
source for lawnmowers; 
petrol or electric. Now, 
however, there’s a new 
option… cordless.

Our advanced cordless mowers 
employ latest-generation lithium-ion 
battery technology you’ll enjoy true 
petrol-matching performance, but 
with far less noise and vibration; and 
of course, zero polluting exhaust 
emissions. Combine that with the 
rugged build quality and high spec 
features that characterise all Webb 
lawnmowers, and you’ll wonder why 
you ever bothered with petrol!

There are further advantages to 
Lithium-Ion batteries: firstly, unlike 
older Ni-Cad cells, they don’t lose 
power during storage; and secondly. 

they don’t suffer from “Recharge 
Memory”, so there’s no need to 
fully drain the battery before 
recharging. Given all this, you’ll be 
able to mow as little or often as you 
wish across the season, without 
having to worry about adverse 
effects on the battery itself. 

With a choice of either four wheeled 
or rear roller mowers, you can select 
one that most suits your garden. 
The roller mower is ideal for a more 
formal garden, as you’ll be left with 
a traditional British lawn stripe; and, 
thanks to a 43cm cut, it will cover a 
small to medium sized area in quick 
time. The four wheeled model, with 
its 42cm cutting width, is suited to 
smaller gardens and combines a 
steel cutter-deck with a spacious 
55-litre catcher to ensure excellent 
durability and a fast work-rate.

Webb Cordless Mowers
Zero Cables, Zero Emissions. 
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Collection Capacity

55L

Collection Capacity

55L

inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
41

inch

cm

Cutting Width

17
43

7 Cutting Heights

23-70mm

6 Cutting Heights

29-82mm

Supplied with

Battery & Charger

Supplied with

Battery & Charger

41cm (16”) Push 4 Wheel 
Cordless Rotary Lawnmower

WER16LIHP

Employing a high capacity 40v/4Ah 
Lithium-Ion Battery pack, the cutting edge 
WER16LIHP will appeal to eco-conscious 
gardeners who don’t fancy dealing with 
the fuss and bother that inevitably comes 
with petrol power! Two in one mowing and 
a seven step cutting height ensure it will 
prove impressively versatile; while simple 
hand propulsion and a compact 41cm cut 
combine to make obstacle negotiation a 
breeze. This rugged steel decked machine 
is supplied with a 55-litre collector and 
runs up to 35 minutes on one charge.

43cm (17”) Push 
Cordless Rear Roller 
Rotary Lawnmower

WERR17LIP

This advanced 40v Lithium-Ion powered 
roller mower will prove a great buy if 
you’ve had enough of your noisy, dirty 
and maintenance heavy petrol driven 
mower! It’s capable of bagging, rear 
discharging and mulching, so it’s highly 
versatile for a roller mower; and it comes 
with a hugely roomy 55-litre grass 
collector that delivers a substantial 
cut in downtime. The WERR17LIP runs 
up to 35 minutes on one charge and 
is based around a robust ABS deck.

41cm (16”) Cutting Width

Hand Push

2 in 1: Rear Discharge or Collect

7 Cutting heights (23-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

55 Litre Collection Bag

Soft grip foldable handles

Sanli 40V 4Ah Battery
Mower cutting standard =

Up to 35mins with One 4Ah Battery

43cm (17”) Cutting Width

ABS deck

Hand Push

Soft grip foldable handles

55 Litre Collection Bag

2 in 1: Collect or Mulch

6 Cutting heights (29-82mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Split rear roller

Sanli 40V 4Ah Battery
Mower cutting standard = Up to 

35mins with One 4Ah Battery
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Webb Classic Mowers
Quality and Value Range
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Webb Classic mowers have been designed and built with quality and value in mind. 
Featuring durable steel cutter-decks, large mesh collection-bags and sharp, clean-
cutting metal blades,  these machines are great if you’re just starting-out with a 
garden.

Steel Deck
Our ‘Classic’-range petrol lawnmowers are based 
around steel decks these are lightweight and 
resistant to impact damage and corrosion.

Sanli Engines
Sanli overhead valve engines power all of the 
lawnmowers in this range. These four stroke air 
cooled motors have many benefits compared 
to older ‘flathead’ types, including improved 
emissions-performance and reduced oil 
consumption.

Metal Blades
Metal blades are generally sharper than plastic 
ones, which means cleaner, neater and more 
precise results with less stress on the grass. They 
can also be easily sharpened for increased blade 
life.
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Collection Capacity

50L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
40

7 Cutting Heights

25-70mm

Powered By

Collection Capacity

50L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
41

7 Cutting Heights

25-70mm

Powered By

Classic 40cm (16”) Push 
Petrol Rotary Lawnmower

WER40HP

Offering simple hand propulsion and 
combining a compact 40cm cut with a 
highly efficient 99cc OHV engine, the 
attractively-priced Webb WER40HP will 
prove a great choice for those looking 
to make their first foray into the world 
of petrol driven lawnmowers! Quality 
features include a steel chassis for rugged 
robustness; single point cutting height 
selection for ease of use; and a foldable 
handlebar for convenient storage. This 
mulch capable model weighs just 28kg 
and is supplied with a 50-litre collector.

Classic 41cm (16”) Push 
Petrol Rotary Lawnmower

WER41HP

Combining a compact 41cm cut with 
a low-weight build (25kg) and hand-
propulsion, the WER41HP ‘Classic’ will 
prove a great buy if you’re maintaining 
a smaller lawn where manoeuvrability is 
key. Attractive features include a steel 
cutter deck for rugged robustness; 
single lever height of cut adjustment for 
ease of use; and fold-down handlebars 
for convenient storage. Power comes 
from a 118cc Sanli OHV motor.

40cm (16”) Cutting Width

41cm (16”) Cutting Width

50 Litre Collection Bag

Foldable handles

Sanli 118cc OHV Engine

Steel deck

Hand Push

7 Cutting heights (25-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Hand Push

7 Cutting heights (25-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

50 Litre Collection Bag

Sanli 99cc OHV Engine

Foldable handles

Steel deck
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Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

7 Cutting Heights

25-65mm

Powered By

Collection Capacity

50L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
41

7 Cutting Heights

25-60mm

Powered By

Classic 46cm (18”) 
Self Propelled Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER46SP

With its sizeable 46cm cut, large 60 litre 
capacity grassbag and self propelled drive, 
the ‘Classic’ WER46SP will get you around 
a more substantial lawn quickly and with 
minimal effort expended. It boasts a seven 
stage height of cut range, so you’ll be 
able to achieve your desired finish; and it 
features a beefy 135cc Sanli OHV engine 
that’s characterised by its low emission 
performance and superior fuel economy. 
This steel decked model weighs just 34kg.

Classic 41cm (16”) 
Self Propelled Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER41SP

Offering effort saving self-propulsion and 
boasting a compact 41cm working-width, 
this ‘Classic’ range petrol rotary-mower 
will come into its own on smaller lawns 
with slopes and/or rough grass areas to 
negotiate. Quality features include simple 
single point cutting height adjustment; 
a space-saving foldable handlebar; 
and a powerful but fuel efficient 118cc 
Sanli OHV engine. The WER41SP is 
built around a robust steel deck, but 
nevertheless weighs-in at just 27kg.

41cm (16”) Cutting Width

Sanli 118cc OHV Engine

Steel deck

Foldable handles

50 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-60mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

46cm (18”) Cutting Width

Sanli 135cc OHV Engine

Steel deck

Foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-65mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled
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Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

20
51

7 Cutting Heights

30-70mm

Powered By

Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

7 Cutting Heights

30-70mm

Powered By

Classic 46cm (18”) Self 
Propelled Electric Start 
Petrol Rotary Lawnmower

WER460SPES

Get mowing the hassle free way and cover 
a medium/large lawn quickly and efficiently 
with this new 46cm electric-start model 
from Webb’s ‘Classic’ line of high quality 
but affordable petrol rotary mowers! You’ll 
enjoy powerful performance from a 140cc 
Sanli OHV engine; low effort operation, 
thanks to rear wheel self propulsion; 
and excellent versatility through Webb’s 
provision of three cutting-modes. The 
WER460SPES is a steel-decked machine 
and comes with a 60-litre catcher.

Classic 51cm (20”) Self 
Propelled 4 Wheel Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER51SP

A wide 51cm cut works with power 
driven rear wheels to make the WER51SP 
‘Classic’ a great choice for gardeners 
looking to quickly cover a large area with 
minimal effort expended! It’s superbly 
well equipped, featuring as it does four in 
one mowing; a large displacement 163cc 
four-stroke OHV engine; a downtime 
cutting 60 litre grassbag; and large, 
manoeuvrability enhancing drive-wheels. 
The following cutting-options are provided: 
bagging; mulching; side/rear-discharge.

46cm (18”) Cutting Width

Sanli 140cc OHV Engine

Steel deck

Foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (30-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

51cm (20”) Cutting Width

Sanli 163cc OHV Engine

Steel deck

Foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (30-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

3 in 1: Collect, Mulch or Side Discharge

2 in 1: Rear Discharge or Collect

Electric Start
Button

Electric Start
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Webb Supreme Mowers
Supreme in Quality and Design 
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Webb Supreme mowers are a great addition to your garden-machinery collection! 
With industry leading Briggs & Stratton engines, quick-release folding handles and 
large bagging capacities across the entire range, these machines are a powerful, 
convenient and fast way to manage your lawn.

Steel Deck
Our ‘Supreme’ range petrol lawnmowers are 
based around steel decks, these are lightweight 
and resistant to impact damage and corrosion.

Briggs & Stratton Engines
Powered by engines from the world’s largest 
producer of air cooled petrol motors for outdoor 
power equipment. You know you’ll be able to 
rely on the engine for years to come; that’s why 
9 out of 10 leading lawnmower brands count 
on Briggs & Stratton to power more of their 
products than any other manufacturer. 

Wash Port
A simple and effective way to clean the 
underside of your cutter deck after use. All 
that’s required is to hook up a hosepipe, turn 
on the tap, run the engine briefly, and the job’s 
done!
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Collection Capacity

40L

Collection Capacity

40L

inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
41

inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
41

5 Cutting Heights

25-70mm

5 Cutting Heights

25-70mm

Powered By

Powered By

41cm (16”) Push 4 Wheel 
Petrol Rotary Lawnmower

WER16HP

The well equipped WER16HP ‘Supreme’ 
offers a host of desirable features, including 
a premium Briggs & Stratton OHV engine, 
comfortable soft-grip handlebars and 
a handy deck wash port. Its push-type 
design and compact dimensions work to 
optimise manoeuvrability, thereby making 
it ideal for small, obstacle-packed lawns; 
while its five step cutting height range 
and two in one capability (collect/rear-
discharge) will enable you to manage a 
variety of grass conditions. This powerful 
125cc model has a 41cm cut and comes 
with a spacious 40 litre catcher.

41cm (16”) Self 
Propelled 4 Wheel Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER16SP

Boasting top end Briggs & Stratton power 
and combining three in one mowing 
with a robust steel mower deck, the high 
specification WER16SP ‘Supreme’ ticks 
all the boxes in terms of performance, 
versatility and durability. It runs on 
power driven rear wheels, so it will 
appeal if your lawn contains difficult 
rough grass areas; and it’s fitted with 
a foldable handlebar that works with 
a fabric grass catcher to minimise its 
storage footprint. This 125cc model has 
a compact 41cm cut and can either bag, 
mulch or rear discharge clippings.

41cm (16”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 450 E Series Engine

Steel deck

Soft grip foldable handles

40 Litre Collection Bag

5 Cutting heights (25-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Hand Push

2 in 1: Rear Discharge or Collect

41cm (16”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 450 E Series Engine

Steel deck

Soft grip foldable handles

40 Litre Collection Bag

5 Cutting heights (25-70mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled
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Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

7 Cutting Heights

25-75mm

Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

7 Cutting Heights

25-75mm

Powered By

Powered By

46cm (18”) Push 4 Wheel 
Petrol Rotary Lawnmower

WER18HP

A substantial 46cm working width works 
with a capacious 60 litre grassbag and 
straightforward hand propulsion to make 
this well appointed petrol rotary mower 
a great choice for larger lawns where 
the ability to easily negotiate obstacles 
is key. It’s driven by a premium 125cc 
Briggs & Stratton OHV engine, so you can 
expect powerful and reliable performance; 
and it combines a steel chassis with top 
quality bearing mounted wheels to ensure 
excellent durability. Highly versatile, 
the WER18HP offers bagging, mulching 
and rear discharge as standard.

46cm (18”) Self 
Propelled 4 Wheel Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER18SP

Featuring a premium Briggs & Stratton 
engine and combining a three in one cutting 
system with a highly productive 46cm 
working width, the WER18SP ‘Supreme’ 
represents fantastic value for money! It 
offers powerful self propulsion, so it will 
come into its own on inclines and rolling 
terrain; and it boasts a deck wash port 
that makes cleaning the undercarriage 
a fast, hassle free process. This steel 
deck model comes with a roomy 60 litre 
catcher and benefits from simple single 
point cutting height adjustment.

46cm (18”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 450 E Series Engine

Steel deck

Soft grip foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-75mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Hand Push

3 in 1: Rear Discharge, Collect or Mulch

3 in 1: Rear Discharge, Collect or Mulch

46cm (18”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 450 E Series Engine

Steel deck

Soft grip foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-75mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

Wash port
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Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

7 Cutting Heights

25-75mm

Powered By

46cm (18”) Self Propelled 
High Wheel 4 Wheel Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER18HW

Standing head and shoulders above 
other machines in its price bracket, the 
WER18HW ‘Supreme’ packs-in the premium 
features, including large, manoeuvrability 
enhancing drive wheels; smooth running 
and durable bearing mounted wheels; 
and a handy deck wash port. Its four 
in one capability (collection; side/rear-
discharge; mulching) means it can be set-
up to handle whatever conditions you’re 
faced with; while its substantial 46cm 
width of cut and large 60 litre capacity 
grass-catcher combine to ensure excellent 
productivity. Power comes from a high 
performance Briggs & Stratton OHV engine.

4 in 1: Rear Discharge, Side Discharge, Collect or Mulch

46cm (18”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 500 E Series Engine

Steel deck

Soft grip foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-75mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

Wash port
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This 46cm lawnmower comes fitted with a Briggs & Stratton 
775iS Series™ DOV® InStart® engine that naturally incorporates 
the world-famous US manufacturer’s heritage attributes of 
power, performance and reliability, but adds the most innovative 
and easiest starting-system ever seen on a lawnmower.

The iS SERIES engines use a Lithium-lon battery that 
ensures ultra-dependable ignition without the need to 
wrestle with pull-cord. The battery charges to full capacity 
in one hour and delivers up to 75 starts - enough for 
an entire mowing-season. If time is against you, a rapid 
10 minutes of charging provides around 20 starts.

Effortless, ingenious starting.

Collection Capacity

60L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

7 Cutting Heights

25-75mm

Powered By

46cm (18”) Self Propelled 
Electric Start 4 Wheel 
Petrol Rotary Lawnmower

WER18SPES

Forget about strenuous pull-starts and 
get mowing with zero hassle when you get 
your hands on this advanced electric start 
machine! It’s a four in one mower (bag; 
mulch; side/rear-discharge), so it offers the 
ultimate in flexibility of use; and it boasts 
powerful self propulsion that takes the 
effort out of the coverage of rough grass. 
The powerful WER18SPS ‘Supreme’ has a 
robust steel deck at its core and comes with 
a downtime reducing 60-litre grass-catcher.

4 in 1: Rear Discharge, Side Discharge, Collect or Mulch

46cm (18”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 775 Instart Series Engine

Steel deck

Soft grip foldable handles

60 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-75mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

Wash port

Electric Start Button

Electric Start
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Collection Capacity

70L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

21
53

7 Cutting Heights

25-75mm

Powered By

53cm (21”) Self Propelled 
High Wheel 4 Wheel Petrol 
Rotary Lawnmower

WER21HW

Combining a widest in class 53cm cut with a 
hugely roomy 70-litre catcher and powerful 
self propulsion, the fast-working WER21HW 
‘Supreme’ offers the sort of productivity 
that’s essential if you’re maintaining a 
very large lawn. It boasts a multitude of 
high end features, including a four in one 
cutting system for enhanced versatility; 
a hosepipe fixture for easy under deck 
cleaning; and a 163cc Briggs & Stratton 
EXi-Series engine for superior performance.

4 in 1: Rear Discharge, Side Discharge,
Collect or Mulch

53cm (21”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 675EXi 
SERIES™ Readystart® Engine 

(Never change oil ever, just 
check and add)

Steel deck

Comfort grip Foldable handles

70 Litre Collection Bag

7 Cutting heights (25-75mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

Wash port
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Collection Capacity

55L

Collection Capacity

55L

inch

cm

Cutting Width

17
43

inch

cm

Cutting Width

17
43

6 Cutting Heights

23-77mm

6 Cutting Heights

23-77mm

Powered By

Powered By

43cm (17”) Push Petrol Rear 
Roller Rotary Lawnmower

WERR17P

Built around an extra robust ABS cutter 
deck and equipped with a rear mounted 
roller, the fantastically well crafted 
WERR17P will appeal to gardeners who 
value durability and appreciate a traditional 
striped finish. It’s able to either collect or 
mulch, so it’s well equipped to cope with 
typically changeable British conditions; and 
it employs top end Briggs & Stratton power, 
so you can be sure of superior performance 
and unwavering reliability. Suitable for 
the small to medium sized lawn, this push 
type model is supplied with a 55-litre 
catcher and has a 43cm working-width.

43cm (17”) Self Propelled 
Petrol Rear Roller 
Rotary Lawnmower

WERR17SP

Equipped with a rear mounted roller and 
constructed around a hardwearing ABS 
cutter deck, this superbly well engineered 
machine will appeal to gardeners who 
appreciate a classic striped finish and 
rugged build quality. It employs top end 
Briggs & Stratton power, so you can 
be sure of superior performance and 
unwavering reliability; and it’s able to 
either mulch or collect, so it’s ideally 
placed to handle typically variable British 
conditions. The self propelled WERR17SP 
‘Supreme’ has a 43cm width of cut and 
is supplied with a 55-litre catcher; a 
combination that makes it suitable for 
medium to large scale domestic use.

2 in 1: Collect or Mulch

43cm (17”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 500e series
recoil start engine

ABS deck

Split rear roller

Soft grip quick fold handles

6 Cutting heights (23-77mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Hand Push

2 in 1: Collect or Mulch

43cm (17”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 500e series
recoil start engine

ABS deck

Split rear roller

Soft grip quick fold handles

6 Cutting heights (23-77mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

55 Litre Collection Bag

55 Litre Collection Bag
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Collection Capacity

70L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

19
48

6 Cutting Heights

20-65mm

Powered By

48cm (19”) Self Propelled 
Petrol Rear Roller 
Rotary Lawnmower

WERR19SP

Designed to produce a pleasing striped 
effect and blending a robust ABS deck 
with top-end Briggs & Stratton power, the 
WERR19SP ‘Supreme’ excels in terms of 
aesthetics, build-quality and performance. 
Its spacious 70-litre catcher works with 
a substantial 48cm cut to ensure you’ll 
enjoy great large area productivity; 
while its self-propelled design makes 
working on rough ground and inclines 
almost effortless. This model is driven 
by a premium OHV engine and can either 
bag or rear discharge grass clippings.

2 in 1: Collect or Rear Discharge

48cm (19”) Cutting Width

Briggs & Stratton 625e series
recoil start engine

ABS deck

Split rear roller

Soft grip foldable handles

6 Cutting heights (20-65mm)
Single lever height of cut adjustment

Self Propelled

70 Litre Collection Bag

Metal Blade
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Collection Capacity

176L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

30
76

6 Cutting Heights

24-75mm

Powered By

76cm (30”) Ride-
On with Collector

WE12530

One of the most compact ride-ons in 
production, the 76cm WE12530 is the ideal 
machine for gardeners looking to make 
their first step up from a larger walk behind 
mower! It offers three in one mowing and 
features a multi-speed manual transmission, 
so it will prove highly adaptable; and it 
boasts a tight 60cm turning radius that 
works with its compact dimensions to 
optimise manoeuvrability. A 176 litre catcher 
means lengthy runs between emptying 
breaks; while our employment of premium 
Briggs & Stratton power guarantees 
superior performance and reliability.

3 in 1 Cutting System: Collection, Mulch or Side Discharge

76cm (30”) Single blade cutting deck

Briggs & Stratton PowerBuilt™ 344cc
OHV electric start engine

10” front wheels and
15” rear wheels

6 Cutting heights (24-75mm)

Manual transmission: 
5 forward gears - 1 reverse gear

176 Litre easy tip Collection Bag

Webb Ride-On Mowers
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Collection Capacity

176L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

30
76

6 Cutting Heights

24-75mm

Powered By

inch

cm

Cutting Width

42
107

6 Cutting Heights

13-89mm

Powered By

76cm (30”) Ride-On 
Lawnmower with Collector 
& Hydrostatic Drive

WE12530HYDRO

Webb brings you an easy handling ride-on 
with the flexibility of a rotary mower, the 
superior performance of a 344cc Briggs 
& Stratton PowerBuilt™ engine and an 
expansive 76cm cutter deck. This ride-on 
comes with all of the quality features that 
you’d expect from any Webb machine, 
including large, high traction drive wheels; 
an effort saving electric starter; and a 
smooth, variable hydrostatic transmission.

107cm (42”) Ride-
on Lawnmower with 
Side Discharge

WE1742SD

Offering an expansive 107cm cutting 
width and featuring side discharge, this 
high performance 608cc lawn-tractor 
from Webb is a fast and efficient solution 
to the problem of maintaining large, long 
grass areas! Quality features include a 
hydrostatic transmission that confers 
agile manoeuvrability; a powerful but 
quiet and clean running Loncin OHV 
engine; and a comfortable, ergonomicall 
-optimised high back driver’s seat.

3 in 1 Cutting System: Collection, Mulch or Side Discharge

76cm (30”) Single blade cutting deck

Briggs & Stratton PowerBuilt™
344cc OHV electric start engine

10” front wheels
and 15” rear wheels

6 Cutting heights (24-75mm)

Hydrostatic transmission

176 Litre easy tip Collection Bag

Side Discharge Cutting System 107cm (42”) Cutting Width

Loncin IP96F 608cc OHV Engine

6 Cutting heights (13-89mm)

Hydraulic Transmission
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Collection Capacity

40L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

15
38

Variable
Cutting Heights

-7.5-8.5mm

Powered By

Collection Capacity

45L
inch

cm

Cutting Width

16
40

Variable
Cutting Heights

-15-+5mm

40cm (16”) Petrol 
lawn scarifier with 
45 Litre collector

WELS40P

Forget about uncomfortable and time 
consuming hand raking and remove moss 
and thatch the easy way with this powerful 
and highly productive 212cc/40cm petrol 
scarifier from Webb! It’s based around 
a rugged steel chassis and benefits 
from a quiet, low emission overhead 
valve engine. Debris catcher included.

38cm (15”) Petrol lawn 
scarifier with 22 reversible 
steel flails & collector

WELS38

Equipped with a premium 163cc Briggs 
& Stratton engine, offering a sizeable 
38cm working-width and supplied with 
a 40 litre thatch bag, the top-quality 
WELS38 Petrol Scarifier is a powerful, 
fast and convenient way to refresh your 
lawn! It features ball-bearing wheels for 
easy pushing; an adjustable working 
height for superior flexibility of use; and 
space saving foldable handlebars.

18 Bladed or 24 Sprung Claw operation

40cm (16”) Cutting Width

Webb 212cc Petrol Engine

Steel Deck

Depth range -15mm to +5mm
Stepless height adjustment

45 Litre debris 
collection bag

Transport Handle

38cm (15”) Working Width

Briggs & Stratton 750 series
recoil start engine

Ball bearing wheels

Easy fold handles

40 Litre debris collection bag

Stepless height adjustment
Depth range -7.5mm to +8.5mm
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Webb Hand Held 
Machines
Power in your hands
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Handheld range...
Looking after your garden is about more than just mowing your lawn, so we’ve 
developed a range of hand-held machines that will assist you in tackling all those 
other jobs, from hedgetrimming and leaf clearance, through to edge tidying and 
brushcutting.

With a choice between electric, petrol or cordless power, you can be confident you’ll 
find the perfect work partner for your particular garden; and whichever machine 
you choose, it will enable you to spend a whole lot more time enjoying your outdoor 
space.

Webb...Naturally
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Motor Weight

WeightMotor

inch

cm

Cutting Width

9
23

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

250w
1.3kg

1.9kg

450w

Cutting Line

Edging Function

Classic 250W 23cm 
(9”) Linetrimmer

WEELT250

With its handy bump feed head, lengthy 
10 metre power cord and ultra lightweight 
build, the WEELT250 Electric Grass Trimmer 
is a practical and convenient way to keep 
your garden shipshape! It’s powered by 
a 250w motor and weighs just 1.3kg.

Classic 450W 25cm (10”) 
Linetrimmer & Edger

WEELT450

Boasting a beefy 450w motor and 
combining a telescopic handle with 
an adjustable cutter head, this high 
quality but affordable electric line 
trimmer offers superior performance 
and excellent flexibility of use! The 
WEELT450 weighs only 2.35kg and 
comes with a 10-metre mains-cable.

1.3mm Nylon Line

23cm (9”) Cutting Width

250W Motor

10 Metre Cable

Tap & Go Cutting Head

1.6mm Nylon Line

25cm (10”) Cutting Width

450W Motor

Adjustable Handle

10 Metre Cable

Flower Guard

90 Degree Rotating Head

Auto-Feed Cutting Head

Telescopic Shaft (0-200mm)
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Weight

2.5kg

Motor

inch

cm

Cutting Width

11
29

650w

Edging Function

Classic 650W 29cm (12”) 
Linetrimmer & Edger

WEELT650

Offering range topping power from a 650w 
motor and boasting thick 1.6mm cutting 
line, this high performance mains electric 
strimmer will take overgrown grass in 
its stride! Features include a telescopic 
shaft and an adjustable head that 
confer excellent comfort and versatility. 
The WEELT650 comes with a 10 metre 
power lead and weighs just 2.5kg.

1.6mm Nylon Line
29cm (11”) Cutting Width

650W Motor

10 Metre Cable

Flower Guard

Guide Wheel

90 Degree Rotating Head

Auto-Feed Cutting Head

Telescopic Shaft (0-200mm)

Adjustable Handle
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Motor

mm

Cutting Capacity

inch cm

Blade Length
500w

20 51 18

Classic 500W 50cm 
(20”) Hedge Trimmer

WEEHT500

Blending 51cm, double sided, dual 
reciprocating blades with a powerful 
500w motor and an ultra lightweight 
build, the WEEHT500 is a fast, efficient 
and low effort way to keep your shrubs 
and hedges in trim! Weighs just 3.6kg.

10 Metre Cable

Knuckle Guard

51cm (20”) Cutting Blades

500W Motor

18mm Cutting Capacity
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Maximum Air Speed Mulching Ratio Motor
2800w160mph 10:1

Variable Blowing Speed Adjustable Handle Fan Blade cleaning flap

160mph (260km/h) Electric 
Garden Blower & Vacuum

WEEBV2800

Developing a ferocious 160mph blowing 
speed and also capable of vacuuming and 
shredding, this powerful 2800w electric 
blower vac offers superior performance 
and excellent versatility! It combines a 
capacious 45 litre debris bag with a 10:1 
reduction ratio, so you’ll get lots done 
between emptying stops; and it benefits 
from a variable speed control that facilitates 
multi surface use. Weighs only 4.5kg.

Fan blade cleaning flap

160mph (260km/h) Maximum Blow Speed

2800w Electric Motor

Mulch Ratio: 10:1
Power Cable Length: 10m

Variable blow speed

45 Litre debris collection bag

Transport Wheels
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Blade Tip Protector

Double safety trigger

Double Sided Cutting Blades

Powered By

Powered By

50cm (20”) 20V Cordless 
Hedge Trimmer with 
Battery & Charger

WEV20HT

Equipped with expansive 50cm long 
double sided blades and harnessing a 
substantial 20v of cutting-edge lithium-
ion battery power, the high-performance 
Webb WEV20HT is a fast, fuss-free way 
to keep your hedges and shrubs in trim! 
Charger and 2Ah battery included.

Upto 45 Minutes Runtime

20V Long Reach 
Hedge Trimmer with 
Battery & Charger

WEV20PHT

Featuring a high performance 20v 
lithium-ion battery and combining an 
extendable shaft with an articulating 
cutter head, the petrol-matching Webb 
WEV20PHT is a powerful, comfortable 
and safe way to look after high and/or 
awkwardly positioned hedges! Battery 
(2Ah) and charger supplied as standard.

Upto 45 Minutes Runtime

Knuckle Guard

Blade Tip Protector

Battery & Charger included.

50cm (20”) double sided cutting blades

16mm cutting capacity

Two handed safety switch Wrap Around Handle

Four position pivoting head (90̊̊ to -45̊̊)

50cm (20”) double sided cutting blades

16mm cutting capacity

Extendable Shaft
1.96-2.56m Telescopic Range

inch cm

Blade Length

20 50

Weight

2.5kg

mm

Cutting Capacity

inch cm

Blade Length

20 50 16

Weight

3.4kg

Battery & Charger included.

mm

Cutting Capacity

16
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mm

Line Width

1.4inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Edging Function

Interchangeable with all of the 20V Webb products 

Weight

2.2kg

Powered By

Powered By

25cm (10”) 20V Cordless 
Linetrimmer with 
Battery & Charger

WEV20LT

Enjoy 20v of premium lithium-ion battery 
power and put the finishing touches 
to your garden the fast, low effort way 
with this lightweight and easy handling 
cordless line trimmer/lawn edger from 
Webb! 2Ah battery and charger included.

Upto 36 Minutes Runtime

20V 2Ah Lithium-ion Battery
WEV202AH

A 20v lithium-ion battery-pack 
compatible with all the machines in 
Webb’s cordless handheld range.

Telescopic Shaft

25cm (10”)
Cutting Width

1.4mm Cutting Line

Flower Guard

Converts from trimmer to edger
by rotating the shaft

Auto-Feed Cutting Head

20v 2Ah Lithium Battery (Samsung Cells)

Fits: WEV20LT Line Trimmer, WEV20HT Hedge Trimmer
& WEV20PHT Long Reach Hedge Trimmer

Includes 20V 2Ah Battery & Charger

Guide Wheel

Battery & Charger included.
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Cutting Head included

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Engine
26cc

Fitted with

Carburettor Spark Plug

Weight

5.4kg

26cc 2 Stroke Petrol Curved 
Shaft Linetrimmer

WELT26

High powered, but nevertheless lightweight 
and easy to handle, this entry level curved 
shaft petrol grass trimmer is worth serious 
consideration if you’re looking to upgrade 
from your old, under performing mains 
driven strimmer. An anti vibration system 
combines with a harness and ‘loop’ type 
handle to ensure it ticks every box in terms 
of user comfort; while its high performance 
full crank engine and large diameter line 
(2.4mm) work to provide excellent cutting 
capability. Weighs a minimal 5.4kg.

Anti-Vibration
Loop Handle

25cm (10”) Cutting Width

26cc Full Crank 2 Stroke Petrol Engine

Harness

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug
& Walbro Carburettor

Nylon Line Head
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inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Engine
33cc

Fitted with

Carburettor Spark Plug

Weight

10.4kg

Supplied with

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Engine
26cc

Fitted with

Carburettor Spark Plug

Weight

6.5kg

Supplied with

26cc 25cm (10”) Straight 
Shaft Loop Handled 
Petrol Brushcutter

WEBC26

Driven by a premium 26cc full crank 
engine and equipped both a line head and 
brush blade, the WEBC26 offers powerful 
performance and great versatility. It weighs 
just 6.5kg and is supplied with a comfort 
enhancing shoulder harness as standard.

33cc 25cm (10”) Straight 
Shaft Cow Horn Handled 
Petrol Brushcutter

WEBC33

Enjoy a step up in performance and 
experience enhanced manoeuvrability 
with this powerful 33cc cow horn handle 
brushcutter from one of the leading 
UK brands Webb! Integrated vibration 
damping works to substantially reduce 
user fatigue; while Webb’s provision of two 
cutter heads (line-head/blade) confers 
excellent versatility. Weighs only 7kg.

Anti-Vibration Loop Handle

25cm (10”) Cutting Width

26cc Full Crank 2 Stroke Petrol Engine

Harness

Easy Load Nylon Line Head

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug & Walbro Carburettor

Anti-Vibration
Cowhorn Handle

25cm (10”) Cutting Width

33cc Full Crank 
2 Stroke Petrol Engine

Harness

Reversible Metal Blade

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug
& Walbro Carburettor

Reversible Metal Blade

Easy Load Nylon Line Head
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Engine
43cc

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Engine
27cc

inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Supplied with

Fitted with

Carburettor Spark Plug

Weight

11.4kg

Metal Cutting Blade Bump Feed Head

43cc 25cm (10”) Straight 
Shaft Cow Horn Handled 
Petrol Brushcutter

WEBC43

Boasting a pro style ‘cowhorn’ handlebar 
and equipped with an impressively powerful 
43cc engine, the WEBC43 excels when 
it comes to both manoeuvrability and 
performance! Quality features include a 
full crank for rock solid reliability under 
continuous heavy loads; and a built in 
vibration damping system that spares 
your hands and arms from excessive 
stress and strain. Line head and brush 
blade included. Weighs 7.7kg.

27cc Kawasaki Professional 
Straight Shaft Loop Handled 
Petrol Brushcutter

WEPK27L

With a 27cc pro grade Kawasaki engine, 
the premium quality WEPK27L brushcutter 
is aimed both the commercial and top 
end domestic markets. Attractive features 
include an ergonomic ‘loop-and-bar’ 
handle for excellent operator comfort; 
an anti vibration system that works to 
keep fatigue at bay; and a centrifugal 
clutch for the best possible user safety. 
This model comes with a brush blade 
and line head and weighs in at 8.9kg.

Anti-Vibration Cowhorn Handle

25cm (10”) Cutting Width

43cc Full Crank
2 Stroke Petrol Engine

Harness

Reversible Metal Blade

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug
& Walbro Carburettor

Easy Load Nylon Line Head

Supplied with

Centrifugal Clutch

25.4cm (10”) Cutting Blade

Kawasaki TJ27 Engine

Harness

Anti-Vibration
Loop Handle

46.5cm (18”) Bump Feed Head

Recoil Start
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Engine
35cc

inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Engine
45cc

inch

cm

Cutting Width

18
46

inch

cm

Cutting Width

10
25

Supplied with

Supplied with

Metal Cutting Blade

Metal Cutting Blade

Bump Feed Head

Bump Feed Head

35cc Kawasaki Professional 
Straight Shaft Cow Horn 
Handled Petrol Brushcutter

WEPK35CH

Employing a 35cc commercial duty 
Kawasaki engine, this high end petrol 
brushcutter is capable of handling tougher 
jobs in both domestic and professional 
arenas. There’s a ‘cowhorn’ type handlebar 
that confers excellent control and 
manoeuvrability; twin cutter heads (line 
head/brush blade) for superior flexibility 
of use; and a full shoulder harness that 
ensures you’ll be able to complete day 
long brushcutting jobs in comfort.

45cc Kawasaki Professional 
Straight Shaft Cow Horn 
Handled Petrol Brushcutter

WEPK45CH

Designed for both commercial and heavy 
duty domestic landscaping applications, 
the range-topping WEPK45CH comes 
powered by a very high performance 45cc 
Kawasaki engine and boasts multiple 
comfort optimising features. It’s supplied 
with two cutterheads (brush blade/line 
head), so you can fit the one that best suits 
the job type; and it’s equipped with a pro 
grade ‘cowhorn’ handlebar the provides the 
very best in control and manoeuvrability. 
This model comes with a double 
shoulder harness and weighs 12.6kg.

Centrifugal Clutch

25.4cm (10”) Cutting Blade

Kawasaki TJ35 Engine
Harness

Anti-Vibration
Cow Horn Handles

46.5cm (18”) Bump Feed Head

Centrifugal Clutch

25.4cm (10”) Cutting Blade

Kawasaki TJ45 Engine

Harness

Anti-Vibration Cow Horn Handles

46.5cm (18”) Bump Feed Head

Recoil Start

Recoil Start
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Engine
26cc

inch cm

Blade Length

23 60

Fitted with

Spark Plug

Weight

6kg

26cc 56cm Double Sided 
Petrol Hedge Trimmer

WEHC600

Offering an expansive 35mm tooth 
pitch and featuring a sizeable 60cm 
double sided blade set, the WEHC600 
will take large hedges and thick growth 
in its stride! Superior features include 
a full crank engine (26cc) for excellent 
durability; and an adjustable rear handle 
that makes it possible to achieve the ideal 
operating position. Weighs only 5.8kg.

5 Position Adjustable Rear Handle

60cm (23”) Blade Length

26cc Full Crank 2 Stroke Petrol Engine

Max Cutting Diameter: 35mm

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug

33 Teeth
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Engine
26cc

inch cm

Blade Length

16½ 42

Engine
27cc

inch cm

Blade Length

20 52

Fitted with

Carburettor Spark Plug

Weight

6.8kg

Weight

8.7kg

26cc Petrol Split Shaft Long 
Reach Petrol Hedge Trimmer

WEPHT26

Perfectly balanced and with an overall 
length of 230cm, this long reach machine 
makes the job of taming tall hedges both 
comfortable and safe! Quality features 
include a high torque 26cc full-crank 
engine; an articulating cutter head for 
enhanced flexibility; and vibration damping 
for low effort operation. Harness included.

27cc Kawasaki Professional 
Petrol Long Reach 
Hedge Trimmer

WEPKLRT

Enjoy the ultimate in hedgecutting 
convenience and experience premium 
Kawasaki power with our 27cc pro-duty 
long reach hedgetrimmer! It offers a raft of 
attractive features, including an articulating 
cutter head that makes it possible to 
achieve the perfect working angle; an anti 
vibration system for low effort operation; 
and lengthy double sided blades for 
a speedy work rate. Weighs 8.7kg.

28 Teeth

42cm (16.5”) Cutting Length

26cc Full Crank 2 Stroke
Petrol Engine

Anti Vibration Harness

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug

Loop Handle

Centrifugal clutch

52cm (20”) Double Sided Blade

Kawasaki TJ27 engine

Anti-Vibration Single Harness

Loop Handle

135 degree adjustable cutting head

Max Cutting Diameter: 25mm

Recoil Start
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Engine
26cc

Accessory

Fitted with

Carburettor Spark Plug

80cm (31.5”) Extension 
Bar for the Multi Cutter & 
Long Reach Hedge Cutter

WEEXT

An extension bar for the WEPHT26 
Long Reach Hedgetrimmer & 
WEMC26 Multi Cutter.

Split Shaft

26cc Full Crank 2 Stroke Petrol Engine
Fitted with Champion Spark Plug &

Walbro Carburettor

Pruner with 254mm
(10” Bar), 40 Link Chain

Brush cutter with reversible
255mm metal blade

Linetrimmer with Easy Load Nylon
Head 25cm (10”) Cutting Width

Anti-Vibration
Loop Handle

4 in 1 2 Stroke Petrol 
Multi Cutter

WEMC26

Enjoy the ultimate in gardening 
convenience with our four in one petrol 
multi tool! It’s powered by a superior 
26cc full crank engine and comes with 
the following attachments: line trimmer; 
brushcutter; hedgetrimmer & Pruner.

Hedge cutter with 43.5cm cutting length

Harness
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Engine
33cc

Maximum Air Speed
179mph

Mulching RatioMaximum Air Speed Engine
26cc114mph 12:1

Fitted with

Spark Plug

Weight

7kg

114mph (183.6km/h) 
26cc Petrol Blow Vac

WEBV26

With its high capacity 26cc full crank 
engine working with a high performance 
turbine to produce an impressive 114mph 
blowing speed, the WEBV26 will make 
keeping your garden and other outdoor 
areas tidy a breeze! It’s also vacuum 
and mulch capable, so you’ll able to pick 
up and shred debris where required; 
and it blends an ergonomically sculpted 
handle with a low weight build (4.8kg) 
to ensure high levels of user comfort.

179mph (288km/h) 33cc 
2 Stroke Backpack Blower

WEBPB33

Combining an ergonomic backpack 
harness with a brutal 179mph air 
speed, the WEBPB33 is a comfortable 
and super efficient way to tackle 
large scale outdoor clear ups!

Includes Blow & Vacuum Tubes 114mph (185 km/h)
Maximum air speed

26cc Full Crank 2 Stroke Petrol Engine

Includes 40 Litre debris collection bag

Fitted with Champion Spark Plug

Shoulder Strap

Adjustable Shoulder Straps

Adjustable Trigger Position

Flexible Hose

179mph (288km/h) maximum Blow Speed

Easy To Attach Tubes

33cc Petrol Engine

Cruise Control Throttle

Mulch Ratio: 12:1
Metal Shredding Blade
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Notes



Power in your garden...

Product specification may change without prior notice.
All photographs are used for illustrative purposes only, actual product may vary.


